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THE GOOD STUFF BROUGHT TO YOU BY

So Nice with Sunice
Sunice’s 2015 Sport Layers 
collection includes the Derby 
Ultralight Weight Duck Down 
jacket. This outer layer is 
ideal for those cool spring 
evenings while you are 
trying to beat the sunset 
into the clubhouse. Sunice 
Performance Layers are 
designed to create an 
apparel layering system 
that allows golfers 
to play at their very 
best in all weather 
conditions. Thermal 
properties combined 
with moisture wicking 
attributes and bright 
color combinations are 
just a few of the details 
that make these layering 
pieces stand out from the 
rest of your closet.
$200   www.sunice.com

Rolling, Rolling, Rolling
Clicgear expands on its push cart line by finding a date for that third wheel 
with the Model 8, the company’s four wheel model. A Red Dot Award 
winner in 2014, the Model 8 features an oversized console, six accessory 
tabs, dual front brakes, and airless tires. The 4XFOLD Technology allows 
the Model 8 to fit into any vehicle with ease, and is available in five 
different colors. Enjoy luxury and four-wheel drive 
while cruising the course with the coolest cart.
$250   www.clicgearusa.com

The Longest 
Fairway 
Recent independent 
testing confirms that 
Exotics E8 Beta fairway 
woods are the longest 
fairway woods in golf. 
When the Batavia-based 
manufacturer pushes the 
limits of golf club technology, 
the results are impressive and 
far reaching. So far reaching 
that the nearest fairway wood fell 
ten yards short of the E8 Beta 3-wood 
in the aforementioned lab tests. Design, 
combo brazing, and the new Beta cup face 
deliver a club that feels great at impact, and 
feels even better when you are lining up 
your eagle putt on that par 5 that used to be 
unreachable.
 Exotics E8 Beta fairway wood is 
available in 3 (12°, 13°, and 15°), 4 
(16.5°), and 5 (18°).
$299.99   www.touredge.com

The Renegade
The latest golf shoe from Allen 
Edmonds pays homage to the Golden 
Bear. Renegade, from the Jack 
Nicklaus Signature Golf Collection, 
is a sporty, spikeless golf shoe that 
offers superior craftsmanship and 
comfort. Moreover, the Renegade 
shoe is crafted with 360° Goodyear 
welted construction, which involves 
212 steps to manufacture. With 
interchangeable Ortholite® athletic 
insoles, you will wear out the soles 
before you tire of the comfort and 
performance. Allen Edmonds shoes 
are made in Port Washington, 
Wisconsin, and the Renegade can be 
recrafted for many years of use. If you 
are ready to upgrade your footwear, 
then Allen Edmonds is the pinnacle of 
panache and a deserved luxury that 
performs on the course.
$245   www.allenedmonds.com

Hip to be Square
Cleveland Golf is back in the putter game! The company’s new 
Smart Square putter series ends your alignment woes and makes 
four-foot putts look like gimmies. The dual-axis alignment aid provides 
an ideal track to the hole and removes the guesswork of setting up 
on the correct line. Cleveland’s test results claim that golfers make 
23% more putts with the Smart Square—our test drive concurs. We 
found that the dual axis alignment inspires far more confidence 
than Odyssey’s Two-Ball putter, which may be reason enough for 
diehard Two-Ball users to switch to squares. We especially liked 
the copolymer face insert, which provided ample feedback and a 
pleasant sound. We also love the fact that a putter with premium 
results is also highly affordable.
 The Smart Square is available in center- and heel-shafted models. 
$140   www.clevelandgolf.com

Bouncy, Bouncy
If you are looking for an uber-comfortable 
summer slip-on, the Skechers GOwalk 3™ is 
for you. This third-generation GOwalk has 
been engineered for maximum bounciness 
through the use of a two-piece sole 
constructed of Resalyte® and Go Pillars™ 
that help absorb shock and provide extreme 
cushioning. Comfort is further enhanced by 
the Goga Mat™ insole. Finally, a perfect fit 
is assured by the Performance Fitknit™ upper 
that’s ultra-lightweight and breathable. 
Although specifically designed for walking 
exercise, we found they would work just as 
well for a casual round.
$70   www.skechers.com
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